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The funnel effect definition

[Back] [Home] [Above] [Next] Click here to flatten out your radar equipment online funnel effect winds blowing against mountain barriers and tend to go around or on them. If the barrier is broken by a pass or a valley, the wind is forced through a brake at a high speed. When the wind is forced through narrow valleys it is known as funnel
effect and explained by the Bernouli S theorem. According to Burnoli S. theorem, the pressures are minimal where the velocity is the largest; Similarly, pressure is the largest where velocities are low. This observation is true for both liquids and gases. (See Figs 3-3-4.) Burnoly S theorem is often used to predict tertiary winds in the
mountainous western United States. Southern California's famous Santa Ana winds are a prime example of this. High-pressure winds located on Utah are funneled through the valley leading to the city of Santa Ana near the California coast. Low pressure develops at the mouth of the valley and the end result is hot, dry, fast and extremely
dangerous winds. When Santa Ana is strong enough, the effects are felt in almost every valley located along the coast of Southern California. Visibility is often restricted due to sand blowing. It is common to see campers, trailers and trucks with the force of these winds. When funnel winds reach this magnitude, they are called jet-impact
winds, valley winds or mountain-gap winds. Due to local cooling, winds are two types of tertiary circulation produced by local cooling glacier winds and drainage winds. Glacier winds. Glacier winds, or falling winds (as sometimes called) occur in many varieties in all parts of the world where glaciers or high lands are masses that are
covered with snow and snow during winter. During winter, the area of snow cover becomes the most pre-tempo. Maximum radiation cools as a result of weak pressure. Consequently, the air that comes in contact with cold ice becomes cold. The cooling effect makes the overly dense air more dense, therefore, heavier than the surrounding
air. When set in motion, cold dense air flows under the edges of the glacier or plateau. If it is made through a pass or a valley, it can be very strong. This type of air can be formed during the day or night due to radiation cooling. Glacier air is most common during winter when more snow and ice are present. When a changing pressure
gradient moves a large cold air mass over the edge of a plateau, this action sets in motion the strongest, most sistent, and most widespread of glacier or fall winds. When that happens, the fall velocity pressure is added to the shield force due to cold air rushing down to sea level with a front that can extend for hundreds of miles. This
situation occurs extensively in winter IceCap. At some locations with the icecap, the wind receives a velocity in excess of 90 knots for days at a time and reaches more than 150 nautical miles out to sea. The glacier winds are cold winds. Since all the kattan winds are primitively heated in their offspring, they are mainly dry. Occasionally,
glacier winds take moisture from falling rainfall when hot air is reduced. Even with The Pictures 3-3-4. Produced by strong wind funnelling. The proto-static heating they undergo, all glacier or fallen winds are essentially cold winds caused by excessive coldness of air in their source area. Unlike all other descending winds that are hot and
dry, the glacier air is cold and dry. It's cold, level to level, air mass from it's displaced. In the northern hemisphere, glacier winds often descend from snow-covered plateaus and glaciers in Alaska, Canada, Greenland and Norway. [Back] [Home] [Above] [Next] page 2 [back] [home] [above] [next] Click here to order drainage winds online
your radar equipment. Drainage winds (also called mountain or gravitational winds) are caused by cold air along the slopes of a mountain. As a result, the air becomes heavier and flows downhill, producing mountain air. Drainage winds are katibetic winds and, like glacier winds, require a weak or non-existent pressure shield to start
downwards. As air near the top of a mountain cools through radiation or contact with cold surfaces, it becomes heavier than the surrounding air and slowly flows down (figs 3-3-5). Initially, the flow is lighter (2 to 4 knots) and only a few feet thicker. As cooling continues, the flow achieves speeds of up to 15 knots at the base of the mountain
and increases the depth of 200 feet or more. Winds over 15 knots are rare and only occur when the mountain wind is severely funneled. Drainage winds are cold and dry. Adiabatic heating doesn't heat the air descending because of the relative coolness of the initial air and because the distance traveled from the air is generally short.
Drainage is a very localized circulation of winds. As the cold air enters the valley below, it displaces the hot air. The temperature continues to fall. If the flow achieves a speed of 8 knots or more, the result mix between hot valley air and cold descending air that resulted in a slight temperature increase. Campers often prefer to build summer
camps based on mountains to take advantage of the cooling effect of the wind of the mountains.  Winds due to local heating are two types of tertiary circulation due to local heating valley breeze and thermal.  Valley winds. The wind of the valley is the anabatic (upward) equivalent of the mountain wind. When valley walls and mountain
slopes are heated by the sun during In the morning, the air next to the ground is hot until it rises along the slopes. Rocky or sandy slopes devoid of vegetation are the most effective heating surfaces. If the slopes are steep, ascending Fig-3-3-5. Mountain wind or katbatic wind. Cool the air with the shield below outgoing radiation-free air
temperatures during the night. From cold air drains to the lowest point of the area. The wind tends to move the walls of the valley. The expansion of hot air next to the surface produces a slight local pressure shield against the surface of the ground. As the heating becomes stronger, vascular currents begin to rise vertically from the valleys
(figs 3-3-6). Updrafts along the valley walls remain particularly active at the head of the valley. The valley's air usually reaches its maximum strength after noon. It is a stronger and deeper wind than the mountain breeze. It is difficult to isolate the impact of valley wind due to existing hillside winds. As a result, valley wind is much more likely
to be ranked as a prevailing wind than mountain wind, which by its nature can only develop in the absence of any plausible gradient wind. Valley winds are generally limited to slopes facing more direct rays of the south or sun, and they are more pronounced in southern latitudes. They are strong daily in the late afternoon and seasonally
strong in summer. Thermal. There are thermal vertical vascular currents which are emitted from local heating. They are closed below the condensation level. Thermal convection is the common result of strong heating of the atmosphere lower than the ground surface. For the development of strong thermals a superannuation default rate is
necessary immediately above the ground. They form bare rock or sand areas most easily, and especially on sand dunes or bare rocky hills. In the presence of a medium or fresh air, especially in a mountainous terrain, it is impossible to distinguish between turbulent and thermal convection currents. Pure thermal convection usually occurs
on clear summer days with very light prevailing air. In the eastern United States, dry thermals are usually only of moderate intensity, rarely reaching a height of more than 5,000 feet above the sur-face. In this summer section, the high moisture content of the air masses reduces the intensity of the heating to some extent. This moisture
content usually holds the condensation level of surface air near or even below a height of 5,000 feet from the ground. In the dry western part of the country, where ground heating is extreme during clear summer days, dry thermal convection can extend to a height of 10,0 feet or more. Under these conditions, pre-trameli turbulent air
conditions can occur locally to thermally expanding heights, Without a cloud in the sky. A variation of dried thermal is observed in dust or sand circling, sometimes called dust devil. Figure 3.3.6. Valley wind or anabatic air. During the day the gradient quickly reduces heat. This heating effect causes updrafts with upsloped downdrafts in the
center.  They are formed on warm surfaces when the winds are very light. Dust vertigos are rarely more than two or 300 feet high, and they last at least only a few minutes. A dozen columns of whirling sand on the desert on clear hot days could appear as many as once. Large desert sand detours can become several hundred feet in
diameter, extending to heights of 4,0 feet or more, and in some cases last for an hour or more. They have been seen to rotate both antipsyclinenic and cyclonic, which is similar to tornadoes. Almost identical phenomena are observed on water in the form of waterspouts. Waterspouts are often in groups and form in relatively cold humid air
on the surface of warm water when the air is light. Waterspout appears due to thick water vapor, or cloud formation, within the vortex. Condensation is the result of dynamic cooling by expansion-sion within the tincture vortex. In this regard, it is different from the sand affair, which is always dry. Both sand circling and waterspouts represent
an extreme type of simple thermal convection. They're not more to be confused with violent tornadoes.  When dry thermal convection extends to a height where dry thermal con-dension levels reach, cumulus convection replaces dry convection. Each individual tier-stool stream is topped by a cumulus cloud, the base of which is at the
condensation level of rising air. A vigorous rising stream or updraft cloud is observed under every building. Thus the local thermal convection pattern appears in the Cumulus cloud pattern. Cumulus clouds are formed on the first hills where the strongest thermals develop. Under stable atmospheric conditions, there is little vascular cloud
development. However, in unstable conditions these thermal cumulonis clouds can develop. [Back] [Home] [Above] [Next] page 3 [back] [Home] [above] [Next] Click here to order your radar equipment online inspired or dynamic tertiary circulation contains four types of induced or dynamic tertiary circulation. They are Aedes, turbulence,
massive vertical waves, and Foehn winds. Aedes is a vortex a circulation that develops when the air flows over or near rough terrain, buildings, mountains or other barriers. They usually form on the lee (downwind or shelter) side of these barriers. The size of the vortex is directly proportional to the shape of the air's obscure-tision and
motion. Aedes can have horizontal or vertical circulations that can be either cyclonic Anticyclinic. Horizontal aedes form in sheltered areas above rough coastlines or mountain ranges. An example of a horizontal vortex is the weak cyclonic circulation that develops in the channel off the coast of Santa Barbara, Calif.-Nia. Winds parallel to
the Northern California coastline are often blown during winter fog and Stratus season. The Santa Barbara Channel often remains fog-free because water is pro-winds from what are transporting fog inland. However, when the winds are strong enough, friction along the rough coastal boundary creates a weak cyclonic vortex over the
channel. This cyclonic flow is weak though, but enough to reduce fog in the region.  Vertical eddies are usually found on the lee side of the mountains, but with low wind speed, stable Aedes or rotating pockets of air are produced and obstacles remain on both sides of the air side and the leeward. (See Figs 3-3-7.) When the wind speed
exceeds about 20 nautical miles, the flow can break into irregular aedes that are carried out with some distance of air from the barrier. These Aedes Pictures 3-3-7. Vortex currents constitute when the air flows over uneven ground or barriers. The air can cause extreme and irregular variations and aircraft landing areas can be sufficiently a
threat.  A similar and very disturbing wind condition occurs when the wind blows on large obscure-tions such as mountain ridges. In such cases the wind blowing the slope towards the wind is usually relatively smooth. On the leeward side, the wind spreads rapidly down the slope, establishes strong downdrafts and the wind becomes very
turbulent. This situation is illustrated in figure 3.3.8. These downdrafts can be quite violent. The air-craft caught in these Aedes could be forced to colonel-lide with mountain peaks. This effect is also noticeable in the case of hills and bluffs, but not as clear. Turbulence disturbance is the irregular motion of the on-mosphere caused by two
streams of wind flowing past each other in different directions or at deb-ferent motions flowing over an uneven surface. The main source of turbulence is friction along the earth's surface. This is called mechanical disturbance. Turbulence is also caused by irregular temperature distribution. hot air rises and cold air descends, causing an
irregular vertical motion of air; This is called thermal disturbance. Mechanical turbulence intensifies in unstable air and weakens in stable air. These effects cause air fluctuations with a period lasting from a few minutes to more than an hour. If these air variations are strong, they are called air squall and are usually associated with vascular
clouds. They are a sign of approaching the huge Cumulus or Cumulonymbus clouds. Figure 3-3-8. Effect of Windflow Over The Gustines and unrest are more or less synonymous. Gustines is an irregularity in wind speed that disrupts smooth air flow. Thus, the term gust is commonly used in conjunction with sudden intra-tent increase in
wind speed near surface level. On the other hand, turbulence is used in terms of the level above the surface. Gustines can be measured; Turbulence, however, is usually estimated until persuasion by a plane equipped with a gust probe or accelerometer, usually. [Back] [Home] [Above] [Next] page 4 [back] [home] [above] [next] your radar
tool online massive vertical waves (mountain waves) Click here to order mountain waves occur on the Lee side of the topographic barriers and occur when the flow of air is strong, 25 knots or more, and the flow is roughly perpendicular to the mountain range. The structure of the barrier and the strength of the air determine the amplitude
and type of wave. The characteristics of a typical muted-tan wave are shown in Fig-3-3-9. Figure 3-3-9 shows cloud structures nor airflow in a similar situation found with neither-Mallya wave development and il-lustrates. The example shows that the air flows quite smoothly with a lifting component as it moves towards the wind of the
mountain. The wind speed gradually increases, reaching the maximum near the peak. Upon passing the crest, the flow breaks down into a much more com-licked pattern with a downdraft. An indication of the potential intensity this figure is showing more drafts can be obtained from verified records of continuous downdrafts (and even
updrafts) of at least 5,000 feet per minute with other reports. Turbulence can be expected in varying degrees and is particularly severe in lower levels; However, it can increase tropopoz to a lesser degree. Moving wind, some 5 to 10 miles from the summit, the airflow begins to ascend into a certain wave pat-turn. Additional waves,
generally less intense than primary waves, can become downwind (in some cases six or more have been reported). These are similar to the series of ripples that form downstream from a submerged rock in a fast-flowing river. The distance between frequent waves is usually from 2 to 10 miles, which largely depends on the current wind
speed and on-mospheric stability. However, the length of the wave is reported to be up to 20 miles. It is important to know how to identify the position of the wave. Pilots should be briefed on this Figure 3-3-9. Schematic diagrams show airflow and clouds in a mountain wave. Situation so that they can avoid the dangers of wave. Strange
forms provide the best means of visual recognition-tion to undulating the characteristic cloud AC-tishan. The lenticular (lens size) on the upper right of figure 3.3.9 are smooth in the cloud contour. Clouds alone or in layers can usually be at heights above 20,0 feet, and can be quite ragged when the airflow at that level is pigeon-bulent. Roll
cloud (also known as rotor cloud) forms on a lower level, usually near the height of the mountain ridge, and can be seen expanding into the center of the figure. Cap clouds, shown partly covering the mountain slope, should always be avoided in flight because of turbulence, hidden mountain peaks, and strong downdrafts on Lee's side. Roll
clouds and lenticular, like cap clouds, are stable, constantly form toward wind-ing and blasting on the Lee side of the wave. Real cloud forms can be a guide to the degree of turbulence. Smooth clouds usually show smooth airflow with or near them with mild turbulence. Clouds that appear ragged or irregular indicate greater turbulence.
While clouds are generally present to foreshadow the appearance of wave activity, it is possible to perform wave action when the air is very dry as clouds. This makes the problem of iiden-tiing and forecasting more difficult. [Back] [Home] [Above] [Next] page 5 [back] [home] [above] [next] your radar tool online FOEHN winds up to order
click here when the wind flows downhill from a high eleva-tion, its temperature is raised by adibatic compression. Foehn winds cutbasic winds due to the adibatik heating of the wind as it descends on the Li sides of the mountains. Foehn winds occur frequently in our western mountain states and in Europe in late fall and winter. In Montana
and Wyoming, Chinook is a well-known phenomenon; In southern Calif-Nia, Santa Ana is especially known for its high-speed winds that easily exceed 50 knots. For the purpose of depicting a Foehn air, Santa Ana is used. Foehn's air-producing condition is a high-pressure area with a strong pressure shield located near Salt Lake City,
Utah. This hillside directs the flow of air into a valley that leads to the city of Santa Ana near the coast of California. As the wind enters the valley, its flow is increasingly restricted by the funneling effect of the mountain edges. This ban caused wind speeds to bring about a drop in the crease, valley in and near him under pressure. This
pressure is caused by the fall burnouli effect in and near a valley. Generally speaking, when Santa Ana blows through the Santa Ana Valley, a similar wind together affects the entire Southern California region. Thus, when meteorologically con-ditions are favorable, this dry northeast wind blows through several passes and valleys, all in the
mountainous region, including the highest peaks, and often at exposed locations along the entire coast from Santa Barbara to San Diego. Therefore, the term Santa Ana refers to the normal state of a dry northeast wind in Southern California. inch Rocky Mountain states, the onset of Foehn winds have accounted for temperature rises of
50 F or more in just a few minutes. In Southern California, temperatures, though less dramatically, also rises faster and the accom-humidity is panied by a sharp decrease (up to 20 percent or less) and a strong shift and increased wind speed. While these winds may reach devastating velocity on occasion, one beneficial factor is that these
winds quickly disperse the severe air pollutants that plague the Los Angeles Basin. Practical training exercise now that you have some background infor-mation about atmospheric circulation, it's time for some practical application of what you've learned so far. This practical exercise involves you and either your supervisor, duty forecaster
or your principal. It is designed to help answer questions that you may have and give you a better understanding of atmospheric circulation. Talk to your supervisor, duty forecaster or chief and inform him about the requirements of the training exercise. Arrange an opportune time when both of you have a seamless time of about an hour to
complete the exercise. During this prak-tikil training session it is recommended that the following be discussed and performed: 1. Select current surface weather analysis and identify all high and low pressure centers and their central pressures. 2. Discuss the circulation associated with these centres. Discuss air flow patterns that are not
immediately clear if connected to a high or low center. Usually these areas are near the edges of the chart. 3. Discuss the relationship between isobar spacing, terrain differences, friction due to wind speed and direction. Pay special attention to the difference in wind speed and cross isobar flow due to different latitudes and similar isobar
differences in different regions and ocean regions. 4. Identify cold cores, hot cores, and dynamic highs and lows. Show your supervisor, economy, or main vertical struck-ture of these systems on you upper air charts. 5. Discuss any tertiary circulation that affects the weather at your ship or station. This practical training exercise must be
formally. Ask questions in doubt or inquisitive, and try to relate to atmospheric circulation for your past experience as an observer. The more you put into this and upcoming exercises, the more you will eventually learn and understand. Reference Aerographers S Mate 1 &amp; C, Navstra 10362-B, Naval Education and Training Pro-Village
Development Centre, Pensacola, FL, 1974. Aerographers S Mate 3 and 2, Navstra 10363-E1, Naval Education and Training Pro Village Development Centre, Pensacola, FL, 1976. Byers, Horace Robert, General Meteorology, 4th Edition, NAVAIR 50-1B-515, McGraw-Hill Book Company, NY, 1974.  Elementary Meteorology, NAVAIR 50-
110R-7, McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., NY, Mid Latitude, Navedtra 40502, Naval Education and Training Support Center, Pacific, Forecast for 1978. Vocabulary of Meteorology, American Meteor-Logical Society, Boston, MA, 1959. Haurwitz, Bernhard and Austin, James, M, Climate Science, NAVAIR 50-1B-529, McGraw-Hill Book
Company, Inc., NY, 1944. Trewarth, Glenn T. and Horn, Lyle H., troduction in one for climate, McGraw-Hill Book Company, NY, 1980. Use of Dyteet, Log P Diagram in Analysis and Forecasting, Air Force Department in 1979. Willett, Hurd C, Descriptive Meteorology, NAVAIR 50-1B-502, Academic Press, Inc., Publishers, NY, 1952. [Back]
[Home] [Above] [Next] page 6 [back] [home] [above] [next] air your radar equipment online and fronts foreword temperature, heating and cooling as in order to click here, our environment s plays a key role in circulation. Heating and cooling is also important in the forma-tipper of different air masses. Being opposite to temperature, these air
masses eventually result in the formation of frontal systems. However, the air masses and frontal systems could not move significantly without the interaction of low pressure systems (cyclones). Some areas of the earth sometimes have weak pressure shields that allow for a little wind movement. Therefore, the air lying on these areas
eventually leads to certain characteristics of normal temperature and humidity for that area. Ultimately, the air masses develop with these specific characteristics (hot, cold, moist, or dry). Due to the existence of cyclones and other factors, these air masses are ultimately subject to some movement that forces them together. When these air
masses are forced together, the fronts develop between them. The fronts are then brought together by cyclones and airflow. It often produces classic complex frontal systems seen on the sur-face weather map. In this unit we will discuss the wind masses in Lesson 1. We will progress to the fronts, the wind masses and cyclone relations to
the fronts, and the different frontal types in Lesson 2. Lessons will cover a variety of fronts through 3 to 6. The lesson ends with the revision of 7 fronts. At the end of this unit you will find a practical training exercise that goes hand-in-hand on practical experience and training. [Back] [Home] [Above] [Next] page 7 [back] [home] [above]
[next] your radar equipment online Unit 4 Lesson 1 Click here for AIR Public Observation Order To determine the conditions required for the formation of the air masses and identify air mass source areas. Define air mass classification and describe how the classification will change when adjusting charac-teristics. Describe the trajectories
and weather associated with the air masses affecting North America and describe the air masses of Asia, Europe and the southern hemisphere. outline Essential conditions for air mass formation Air mass modification North American air masses, trajectories, and weather (winter) North American air masses, trajectories, and weather
(summer) air masses on Asia Air Masses on Europe Air Masses in southern hemisphere air masses have a body of air mass extending an air mass across a large area (usually 1,000 miles or more). This is usually an area of high pressure that remains stable for several days where superficial terrains vary slightly. During this time, the air
mass moves on the characteristics of the underlying surface. Prop-erties of temperature, humidity (humidity) and default rate remain quite homogeneous throughout the air mass. Horizontal changes of these proper relationships are usually very gradual. Learning Objectives: Determine the condition-thees needed for the formation of air
masses and identify air mass source areas. Conditions required for air mass formation Two primary factors are necessary to produce air mass. First, a surface whose properties, essentially temperature and humidity, are rela-tively uniform (be it water, land, or an ice-covered area). Second, a large different flow that destroys temperature
contrasts and pros a homogeneous mass of air. The energy sup-plied from the sun to the earth's surface is distributed to the air mass by convection, radiation and conduction. Another condition required for air mass is the balance between ground and air. It is established by a combination of follow-up procedures: (1) turbulent-vascular
transport of upward heat in high levels of air; (2) cooling the air from radiation loss of heat; and (3) Transportation of heat by evaporation and sanding processes. Turbulent-vascular transport of heat from the fastest and most effective process involved in balancing is upwards. The slowest and least effective process is radiation. During
radiation and turbulent-vascular processes, evaporation and condensation con-tribute overlying in the preservation of air heat. This happens because water vapor in the air allows radiation through only transparent bands during radiation cooling and allows for the release of latent heat of condensation during turbulent-vascular processes.
Therefore, tropical latitudes, due to the high amount of moisture in the air, make the air masses p-marili faster through transportation over heat by the turbulent-vascular process. Dryer polar regions gradually make air masses due to heat loss through radiation. Since the surfaces underlying thermal properties are not uniform during the
year and the distribution of land and water is uneven, specific or special summer and/or winter air masses may be formed. The rate of air mass formation varies more with the intensity of the arrogant. [Back] [Above] [Next] page 8 [back] [home] [above] [next] Your radar device contains three types of circulation on Earth Click here to order
online effects of circulation on all mass formation. However, not all of these air mass are conducive to growth. They are as follows: 1. Anticyclineic system. The anticyclineic system has stable or slow-moving air, which allows time for air to adjust its heat and moisture content to the underlying surface. These anticyclons have a different air
flow that spreads properties horizontally over a large area; Tur force and convection distribute these proper relationships vertically. Subsidence (lower motion), another property of anticyclone, is favorable for lateral mixture, resulting in horizontal or layer uniformity. Hot highs like Bermuda and Pacific highs extend to great heights because
of low-density gradients above and thus produce an air mass of relatively great vertical limits. Siberian are high such as cold high, medium or shallow vertical range and produce air masses of medium or shallow height. 2. Cyclonic system. Cyclonic systems are not conducive to air mass formation as they are characterized by higher wind
speeds than one-hicloic systems. These wind speeds prevent the cyclonic systems from stabilizing. One exception is low constant heat.  3. Belt of convergence. Belts of convergence are generally not conducive to air mass forma-tion because they essentially have the same proper regard as cyclonic systems. However, there are two
areas of convergence where air forms masses.  These are areas over the North Pacific, between Siberia and North America, and off the coast of the Atlantic, Labrador and New-Daundland. These two regions act as the source area for marine polar air. The ideal condition for the production of an air mass mass is the stagnation of air on a
uniform surface (water, land, or ice cap) of uniform temperature and humidity. The length of time an air mass depends on the pressures surrounding the stationary on its source area. From the surface through the upper levels, such air acquires certain properties and characteristics. As a result the air mass becomes almost homogeneous,
and its properties become the same at each level. In mid-latitudes, land and marine areas with associated vertical lattice temperature gradients can generally be sufficient for source areas. These areas act as transitional zones for the Hawaiian public after leaving their source areas. The source areas figure for the world s air masses is
shown in 4-1-1. Pay attention to the uniformity of the underlying surfaces; Also note relatively similar climatic conditions in different source regions such as the southern North Atlantic and Pacific Ocean for marine tropical air and The Deep Interiors Congress of North America and Asia - for the tintal polar air. Features of air mass The
characteristics of an air mass are obtained in the source area, which is the surface area on which the air mass emerges. The ideal source area has a uniform surface (all land or all water), a uniform temperature, and an area in which the air stabilizes to form a high pressure system. Properties (temperature and moisture content) An air
mass is obtained in its source area while Figure 4-1-1 are dependent on a number of factors. Year of air mass source areas (winter or summer), the nature of the underlying surface (whether land, water, or snow cover), and the length of time it keeps on its source area. [Back] [Home] [Above] [Next] Page 9 Privacy Statement - Press
Release - Copyright Information. - Contact Us - Support Integrated Publications Page 10 [Back] [Home] [Above] [Next] Click here to order your radar equipment online Southern Hemisphere Air Public Air Masses encountered in the southern hemisphere is slightly different from its counterparts in the northern hemisphere. Since a large part
of the southern hemisphere is oceanic, it is not surprising to find the marine climate in that hemisphere. The two largest continents of the southern hemisphere (Africa and South America) have small land areas at taper and high latitudes from equatorial areas both toward the South Pole. Sea polar air is the coldest air mass observed at the
middle latitudes of the southern hemisphere. In the interior of Africa, South America and Australia, whistle air occurs during the summer. More than the remainder of the southern hemisphere, the major air masses are MP, MT and E Air. The structure of these air masses is almost iden-tical with those found in the northern hemisphere.
Learning Objectives: Define air mass classification and describe how the classification will change when modifying characteristics. Air mass classification The air masses are classified according to the geographical source area, moisture content and thermodynamic process. The geographic classification of air mass, referencing the source
area of geographical origin air mass, divides the air masses into four basic categories: arc-tick or Antarctic (A), polar (P), tropical (T), and equator (E). An additional geographical classification is the better(s) air mass. Improved air mass is generally found above over the western United States, but is sometimes located on or near the
surface. Moisture content is further broken down by arctic (A), polar (P), and tropical (T) classification moisture content. If its original source is on the oceanic surface, the air mass is considered to be marine (M). If the air mass rises to the surface of the ground, it is considered continental (C). Thus, a moist, marine Air mass is named M;



And a drier, continental Arctic air mass named C. Equatorial (E) air is found exclusively on the surface of the sea in the vicinity of the equator and has been named neither C nor M but simply E. Table 4-1-1. Assortment of Air Masses [Back] [Home] Page 11 [Back] [Home] [Above] [Next] Click here to order your radar equipment online
thermodynamic process The thermodynamic classification applies to the relative heat or coldness of air mass. A hot air mass (W) is warmer than the underlying surface; A cold air mass (k) is colder than the underlying surface. For example, a continental polar cold air mass on a hot surface is classified as CPK. An MTW classification
indicates that the air mass is a marine tropical hot air mass and overlays the cooler surface. Air masses can usually be identified by the type of clouds within them. Cold air masses usually show cumuliform clouds, while hot air masses have stratiform clouds. Sometimes, and with some air masses, thermodynamic classification can change
from night to day. A particular air mass can show K characteristics during the day and W characteristics at night and vice versa. Designers and descriptions for the classification of air masses are listed in Table 4.1.1. Air mass modification When an air mass moves out of its source area, many factors act on the air mass to change its
properties. These modified effects do not occur separately. For example, in the passage of cold air on the surfaces of hot water, not only does the release of heat in the air, but also the release of some moisture. As an air mass expands and slowly moves out of its source area, it travels along a certain path. Leaving its source area as an
air mass, the first modified factor is the type and condition of the surface at which the air travels. Here, factors of surface temperature, humidity and topography should be considered. The type of tracing, whether cyclonic or anticyclonic, also affects its modification. The time interval largely determines the characteristics of the air mass
since the air mass is out of the source area. You should be aware of five modified fac-tors and changes once you leave your source area of air mass to integrate these changes into your analyses and briefings. Surface temperature The difference in temperature between sur-face and air mass not only revises the air temperature, but also
the stability of the air mass. For example, if the air mass is hot and moves on a cool surface (e.g. on tropical air mov-cold water, the cold surface cools the lower layers of air mass and increases the stability of the air mass. This stability extends to the upper layers in time, and in condensation Fog or low stratus normally occurs. (See Figs
4-1-2.) If the air mass moves on a surface that is warm (e.g. continental polar air moving out of the continent in winter on warm water), then hot water warms the lower layers of air mass, increases instability (sta-capacity reduction), and consequently spreads to higher layers. Figure 4-1-3 shows the movement of CP air on a hot water
surface in winter. Changes in the stability of the air mass give valuable indications of the cloud type that will form, as well as the type of precipitation to be expected. In addition, the increase or decrease in stability further indicates the lower layer tur-bulance and visibility. An air mass can be modified to its moisture content in addition to
moisture as a result of moisture evaporation of the surface or as a result of condensation and removal of moisture as a result of precipitation. If air mass is growing in continental regions, the existence of unfrozal bodies of water can greatly modify the air mass; In the case of air mass moving from one continent to an ocean, the
modification can be considerable. In general (depending on the temperature of two sur-faces), movement on the surface of the water creases both the moisture content of the lower layers and the relative temperature near the surface. For example, the passage of cold air on the surface of hot water reduces the stability of the air with the
resulting vertical currents. The passage of hot, moist air on the cool surface increases stability and can result in fog as the air cools and moisture is added by evaporation. Figure 4-1-2. The passage of hot air on cold surfaces. Figure 4-1-3. Continental polar air moves from the cool continent to the warm ocean (winter). [Back] [Home]
[Above] [Next] page 12 [back] [home] [above] [next] Click here to order the online topography of your radar tool surface The impact of topography is evident mainly in mountainous areas. Air mass is modified towards the wind by removing moisture through precipitation with a decrease in stability; And, as the wind descends on the other
side of the mountain, stability increases as the air becomes warmer and drier. After the trajectory an air mass has abandoned its source area, this trajectory (whether cyclonic or a-tikiclonic) has a great impact on its stability. If the wind follows the cyclonic trajectory, its stability in the upper levels decreases; This instability is a reflection of
the cyclonic relative vorticity. Sta-capacity of lower layers is not very much affected by this process. On the other hand, if trjak-tori is antisiclinic, then the subsidence associated with anticyclinenic relative vorticity increases its stability in the upper levels. Age however the age of an air mass in itself cannot modify the air mass, Determines
(to a large extent) the amount of modification that takes place. For example, an air mass that has recently moved from its source area could not have had time to be significantly modified. However, an air mass that has moved into a new area and stabilized for some time is now outdated and has lost many of its original characteristics.
Modifying the effect on air mass stability The stability of the air mass often determines the type of clouds and weather associated with that air mass. The stability of the air mass can be changed by thermodynamic or mechanical means. Thermodynamic. Thermodynamic effects are reflected in the damage or benefits in the heat and in
addition to moisture or removal.  Heat reduction or gain. The mass of air can lose heat from the air mass passing through the earth's surface radiant cooling or from the hot surface to the cold surface. The air mass can get heat from the solar heating of the ground on which the air mass moves or the air mass passes from winter to warm
surface. To increase or decrease moisture. Evaporation can added moisture to the mass of the air. A source of evaporation can be precipitation as it falls through the air; Other sources may be water surface, ice and ice surface, or damp ground. Moisture can be removed from the air mass by condensation and precipitation. mechanical.
Mechanical effects on air masses depend on movement. The me-chanical process of lifting an air mass at the height of the land, on the cold air masses, or duces changes in an air mass to compensate for horizontal convergence. Turbulent mixing and air clipping action also causes air mass modifications. The sinking of air from the low
ground or above to the low ground or above the masses and the descent into subsidence and lateral diffusion are also important mechanical modifiers of the air masses. Thermodynamic and mechanical influ-ans on air mass stability are summarized in figures of 4.1.4. The data indicates the modified process, what happens, and the
resulting change in the stability of the air mass. These procedures do not occur independently; Instead, two or more procedures usually occur in evidence at the same time. Within any one air mass, the weather is poll-trolled by moisture content, stability, and vertical movements of air. Learning Objectives: Describe the trzec-tories and
weather associated with the air masses affecting North America and describe the air masses of Asia, Europe and the southern hemisphere. [Back] [Home] [Above] [Next] page 13 [back] [home] [above] [next] click here for your radar equipment online to order the North American air masses, trajectories, and weather (winter) the size and
location of the North American continent to make it an ideal source area and also allow the invasion of the marine air masses. You must be enabled Identify these air masses and explore their trajectories to develop and present in-depth weather briefings. Within an air mass, the weather is mainly controlled by the humidity content of the
air, the relationship between surface temperature and air mass temperature, and terrain (above or slope). The rising air is cold; The descending air is hot. Condensation occurs when the air is cooled at the point of its dew. A cloud heated above dew point temperature evaporates and perishes. Stability increases if the temperature of the
sur-face decreases or if the air temperature rises at a higher level while the surface temperature remains the same. If the temperature decreases, the stability decreases. Fig-4-1-4. - Changes in air mass. Smooth stratiform clouds are connected to stable air, while turbulence, vascular clouds and thunderstorms are associated with unstable
air. Weather conditions with CPK and CK wind on CPK and CK Air USA in winter mainly depend on the trajectory of air mass after leaving its source area. The trajectory, as seen on the surface chart, is indicated as one of the track-ejectaries (A, B, C, D, E, F, G) shown in 4-1-5 digits. In mid-latitudes, to classify an air mass as arctic, the
surface temperature is usually 0 degrees Fahrenheit (18 degrees Celsius) or below. [Back] [Home] [Above] [Next] page 14 [back] [home] [above] [next] Click here to order your radar equipment online trajectories A and B (CYCLONIC). Tex te A and B (Figs 4-L-5) usually indicate strong outbreaks of cold air and surface winds of 15 knots or
more. This air helps to reduce stable conditions in the lower levels. If this modified air moves rapidly in rough terrain, the turbulence in the low stratoculus clouds and the Oska-cynal snow fluory (see figs 4-1-6) again salts. A particularly troublesome situation often arises when cold air flows from a cold, snow-capped surface to the surface
of the water and then flows again on a cold, snow-capped surface. Figure 4-1-5. Trajectories of CP and CA wind in winter. Figure 4-1-6. CP Wind is moving south. This often happens with wind crossing the Great Lakes. (See Figs 4-1-7.) On the Leeward side of the Great Lakes and toward the air side of the Appalachians, you can expect a
rather low, persistent and wide-hearted snow squib to overcast sky conditions. Bases at 500 to 1,0 feet with stratoculus and cumulus clouds and 7,0 to 10,0 feet on the Leeward side of the Great Lakes topped the form. On the mountains, their tops extend up to about 14,0 feet. Visibility ranges from 1 to 5 miles during rain or snow showers
and sometimes reduces to zero in snow flurry. Severe aircraft icing conditions may be pre-pected over the mountains and light to medium aircraft icing on the leeward of lakes. As long as the outflow of cold air continues, moderate to severe flight conditions are the rule. East of appalachians, the skies are relatively clear in addition to
scattered stratospheric clouds. Visibility is unrestricted and surface temperature is relatively moderate due to arhar-bulent mixture. In the mid-west, clouds associated with this type of air mass continue for 24 to 48 hours after the arrival of cold mass, while the rapid passages of the leading edge of the air mass along the Atlantic coast
produce almost immediate clearing. [Back] [Home] [Above] [Next] Page 15 Privacy Details - Press Release - Copyright Information. - Contact Us - Support Integrated Publishing Page 16 [Back] [Home] [Above] [Next] Click Here Your Radar Equipment Online Maritime Polar (MP) to order from Air Pacific in Air Pacific dominates west coast
weather conditions during the winter months. In fact, this wind often affects the weather on most of the United States. Pacific coast weather, while under the in-fluns of the same normal air mass, differs congress-siderabilly as a result of different trajectories of mp air on the Pacific. Thus the knowledge of the tray-thinker in west coast
weather forecasting is of paramount importance. When an outbreak of polar air moves on only a small part of the Pacific Ocean before reaching the United States, it usually resembles marine Arctic cold (mAk). If its path has been farther to the south, it's usually MP. Figure 4.1.8 shows some of the trajectories (A, B, C, D) by which mp air
reaches the North American coast during winter. Trajectory Path A (CYCLONIC). The trajectory is pulled out over the Pacific Ocean by an air that originates in Alaska or northern Canada and a low center close to British Columbia in the Gulf of Alaska. This is the relatively low water path in the air and brings very cold weather to the Pacific
Northwest. When the wind reaches the coast of British Columbia and Washington after 2 to 3 days above the water, the connective is unstable. This instability is left when the wind is lifted by coastal mountain ranges. With this condition, rain and squall are com-mon. Ceilings are typically on orders of 1,0 to 3,0 feet along the coast and
typically on 0 coastal mountain ranges. Cumulus and Cumulonis are major cloud types, and they generally extend to a very high level. Visibility is generally good due to turbulence and high winds usually found with this trajectory. Of course, in areas of rainfall, visibility is low. Icing conditions, usually quite severe, are present in the clouds.
The stacy-lised and weather conditions have improved considerably after the MP has been on the ground for several days. Trajectories B and C (CY-CLONIC) path B and C with wind a long time The trajectory dominates the west coast of the United States during the winter months. When the fast west-east speed figure is 4-1-8. The
trajectory of the MP wind on the Pacific coast in winter. And the small north-to-south speed of pressure systems, MP Air can affect the weather on most of the United States. Due to a prolonged water trajectory, this mop air is heated to greater heights, and vascular instability exists up to about 10,000 feet. Typical K characteristics in this air
are turbulent strong winds, steep default rates, good visibility on the ground except 0 to 3 miles in pre-cipitation, as well as the cumulus and Cumulonis clouds with rain. These years are not as intense as the small Trajek-Tori MP produced in the air, but the total amount of precipita-tiation is high. Trajectory D (Antic-Clonic). This trajectory
is usually long enough for water to allow modifications to reach balance at all levels. When the wind reaches the coast, it is very stable with one or two subsidence. Stratus or stratoxymus clouds are often found. The ceilings are usually 500 to 1,500 feet and the tops of clouds are usually less than 4,000 feet. Visibility is justified except
during the morning hours when fog and smoke reduce visibility to less than 1 mile. This type of air is found on the entire Pacific coast. It is incorrectly known as MT Air, as it follows the northern boundary of the Pacific anticyclone. However, MT Air does on rare occasions to go along this path in California. Gradually the MP air flows
eastward with prevailing west-east circulation. In crossing coastal ranges and rocky mountains, much of the moisture in the lower layers is condensed out; The heat of condensation free is absorbed by intermediate layers of air. On the eastern slopes of the mountains, the air warms as it descends dry-adibetically. As it flows to the surface
of the cold and often snow-capped land in the east of the mountains, the hot MP air stabilizes in the lower layers.  Flight conditions in the east MP air of the rocky mountains are normally the best that winter is experienced. Relatively large daily temperature ranges are observed. In industrial areas, turbulence is almost absent except smoke
and mist and visibility is good. The ceilings are generally unlimited, because either no clouds or only a few high clouds exist. This type of mild winter season occasionally spreads eastward to the Atlantic coast. When mop wind crosses the rocky mountains and faces a deep, dense dome of the CP wind, it overruns it and results in storm
con-diations that produce blizzards in the plains. [Back] [Home] [Above] [Next] Page 17 [Back] [Home] [Above] [Next] Click here to order your radar equipment online Marine Tropical (mT) Air Pacific in Winter Marine (MT) Air is seen only on the Pacific coast, especially near the surface. The air flowing around the northern border of the
Pacific anticyclone is sometimes MT air but usually the MP is windy. This air has MP air weather features (as well as low temperatures), with a long trajectory above the water. (See Figs 4-1-9.) Sometimes the eastern cell-tikiclon divide of the Pacific, and a part moves south from the coast of Southern California. This part figure 4-1-9. MT
wind speed over pacific in winter. Then MT of anticyclone is able to produce air arrivals. Normally the influx of MT air is made over Southern California somewhere above a rapidly occluding frontal system, ducing pro-heavy rainfall recorded in that area. Sometimes MT wind is seen above the sur-face with clear storm events over the Great
Basin. Since mts along the west coast do not have large, open, warm areas of air, representative air mass does not experience weather. Flight conditions are generally restricted when this wind exists, mainly due to low frontal clouds and low visibility in rain areas. [Back] [Home] [Above] [Next] page 18 [back] [home] [above] [next] in the
winter marine polar air click here for its radar equipment online Marine Polar (MOP) Air Atlantic Order, which originates in the Atlantic, becomes important sometimes along the East Coast. It's not nearly so often in North America because of all the air masses nor goods as other types of West-East movement. This type of wind is seen on
the east coast in the lower layers of the atmosphere whenever a CP anticycline moves slowly off the coast of the marine provinces and New England. (See Figs 4-1-10.) This wind, originally CP, undergoes less heating than its Pacific counterpart because the water temperature cools and also because it spends less time on water. This
results in Figure 4-1-10. The trajectory of the MP wind over the Atlantic in winter. Instability is being confined to the lower layers of this air. The intermediate layers of this air are very stable. Showers are generally absent; However, light drizzle or snow and low visibility are common. The ceilings are typically about 700 to 1,500 feet with
tops of clouds near 3,000 feet. The subsidence marked above the reversal ensures that clouds will not exist above that level due to convection. MP air-friendly summary weather conditions on the east coast are usually ideal for the rapid development of the hot front with sea tropical air in the south as well. Marine tropical air then mop-
overd air and forms a thick cloud deck. Clouds extended to at least 15,0 feet from near the surface are seen. The roofs are near zero and severe icing conditions exist in the cold air mass. Cold rain and hail are seen on the ground. Huge cumulus clouds prevail in hot air and often produce thunderstorms. Flight conditions with MP air are
dangerous due to turbulence and icing conditions present near the surface. Poor visibility and low ceiling are additional dangers. The cloud connected to the MP air mass usually extends to the Applecians in the west. Figure 4-1-11. Trajectories of mT wind over the Atlantic in winter. [Back] [Home] [Above] [Next] page 19 [back] [home]
[above] [next] in winter temperatures click here to order your radar equipment online Marine Tropical (MT) Air Atlantic and the moisture content are higher in mT air masses than any other U.S. air mass in winter. In southern states, along the Atlantic coast and the Gulf of Mexico (figs 4-1-11), mild temperatures, high humidity, and clouds,
are found especially during night and morning. It is a typical weather found in meter air in the absence of frontal conditions. Stratus and Stratxumus clouds that are formed at night perish in the middle of the day and fair weather prevails. Visibility is generally poor when clouds exist; However, it improves rapidly due to vascular activity when
the stratus clouds are destroyed. The ceilings attached to the stratus position are usually from 500 to 1,500 feet, and the tops are usually no more than 3,500 to 4,500 feet. There is no rain in the absence of frontal action. With frontal activity, vascular instability contained in this air is released, causing abundant rainfall. If MT is forced onto
windy mountainous terrain, as in the eastern part of the United States, the con-ditional instability of the wind is released to higher levels. This can lead to thunderstorms or at least large cumuliform clouds. (See Figs 4-1-12.) Pilots should be aware that these clouds can develop out of stratform cloud systems and can therefore be without
warning. Icing may also be present. Thus, in the great lakes region, a combination of all three dangers (fog, thunderstorms, and icing) is possible. Sometimes when the land along the coastal region is cooled in winter, sea tropical air flows inland creates an adhita fog over pre-tantric areas. (See Figs 4-1-13.) In general, the flight conditions
under this situa-tipper are justified. Ceilings and recycles are okka-cyoli below the safe operating limit; However, the position of fly-ing is relatively smooth and icing con-dias are absent near the surface layers. As the trajectory is progressively carried northward to mT air on cold ground, surface layers become calm and saturated. If the
surface is covered with ice or ice or if the trajectory moves the air to the surface of cold water, it is very fast to cool down. based on the strength of Air mass makes the low stratus deck faster with moderate to strong winds due to fog or surface cooling with light winds. Sometimes drizzle falls from this cloud form; And visibility, even with
moderate winds, is poor. The frontal lifting of MT air in winter, even after the surface layers stabilize, is abundant rainfall in the form of rain or snow. During the winter, mT-like wind has seen OC-casionally flowing inland over the Bay and South Atlantic states. Generally the wind that had a relatively low trajectory on hot water off the
southeast coast is CP wind. Clear weather is usually accompanied by CP air unlike cloudy weather with deep stream of metered air. On the surface summary chart, AP-parent MT air can be separated from the trueMT air by surface dew-point temperature value. True, mt air always has dew-point temperature values greater than 60 F.
Highly modified CP air usually has dew-point values between 50F and 60F. [Back] [Home] [Above] [Next] page 20 [back] [home] [above] [next] click here for its radar equipment online to order the North American air masses, trajectories, and weather (summer) Most of the United States is dominated by either S or MT air, while Canada and
the northwestern United States are dominated by polar air. Sometimes, tropical air is transported to the Tundra and Hadd-Sun Bay region of Canada. Figure 4-1-13. mT (Gulf of Mexico or Atlantic) winter air is heading north on the cold continent. Figure 4-1.12. mT wind is moving northeast. The charcoal-terrestrial and properties in the
Continental Polar (CP) Air in Summer Continental Polar (CP) air mass are quite different from their winter counterpart. Due to long days and high elevation of the sun (as well as the absence of snow cover on the source area), this air is usually unstable in surface layers, unlike the marked stability found in the CP air at its source in winter.
As long as this wind reaches the United States, it cannot be distinguished from the air coming from the North Pacific or the Arctic Ocean. (See Figs 4-1-14.) Clear skies with unlimited ceilings or scattered cumulus clouds are characteristic of this mass in its source area. Sometimes, when this air arrives in the central and eastern part of the
United States, it is characterized by morning ground fog or low stratus decks. Visibility is generally good except when fog or ground fog occurs near sunrise. Vascular activity, usually observed in the day, ensures that no large amount of smoke or dust accumulates in the surface layers. The exception is found under stable congress-diaries
near industrial areas, where there may be restricted visibility during day and night. Pro-noun surface daily temperature variations are observed in CP During the summer. The vascular activity of this air is generally limited to 10,000 feet from the lower 7,000. In addition to the development of local rainfall, the conditions of fly-ing are
generally smooth above about 10,000 feet. Rain, when observed, usually develops into a modified type of CPK in the southeastern part of the country. The base of the cumulus clouds formed in this air is usually about 4,000 feet due to dryness relative to this mass. In summer, Marine Polar (MP) Air Pacific completes the Pacific coast
usually un-der the impact of the mp air in summer. Figure 4-1-14. Continental Polar (CP) wind in summer. (See Figs 4-1-15.) With the fresh flow of MP air on the Pacific coast, clear skies or some scat-tereed cumulus are generally observed on coastal mountains. As this wind flows south along the coast, a marked turbulence reinforced by
subsidence from above is seen to backfire. Stratus or stratocululus clouds are generally formed on the basis of inverted. Ceilings are typically 500 to 1,500 feet with tops of clouds rarely above 3,500 feet. The formation of stratus condy-tishan along the coast of California is greatly enhanced by the presence of a top of cold water along the
coast. Rocky Silence - Tans formerly has similar qualities to CP Air in this air. [Back] [Home] [Above] [Next] page 21 [back] [home] [above] [next] Click here for ordering your radar equipment online Marine Polar (MP) Air Atlantic spring and summer in summer, MP Air is occasionally celebrated on the East Coast. Marked drops in
temperature that often bring relief from heat waves, usually with an influx of this air (figs 4-1-16). Just as the lower part of this month in winter has a huge default rate. Stratiform clouds usually mark the reversal. The ceilings rang from 500 to 1,500 feet, and the tops of clouds are usually 1,000 to 2,500 feet. There are no rainfall from these
cloud types and Figure 4.1.15. Mp wind speed on pacific in summer. Figure 4-1-16. The trajectory of the MP wind over the Atlantic in summer. Visibility is usually good. This air usually does not pose a serious threat to flight. [Back] [Home] [Above] [Next] page 22 [back] [home] [above] [next] its radar equipment online Marine Tropical (MT)
Air Pacific in Summer Maritime Tropical (MT) Pacific Air has no direct impact on the weather on the Pacific coast. During the summer season, the Pacific anticyclone moves northward and dominates the Pacific coast weather with mop wind. Sometimes mt wind reaches the west coast; For example, tropical storms or typhoons sometimes
move northward along the Baja coast. This summary situation produces a large amount of cloud and precipitation. Marine Tropical (mT) Summer Air Weather in Atlantic Eastern The Summer of the United States is dominated by mT wind (figs 4-1-17). Like winter, this air has a high amount of heat and moisture. In summer, convection-tive
volatility extends to high levels; There is also a trend toward increasing volatility when figure 4-1-17. Marine Tropical (mT) Air, Atlantic, Summer . Figure 4-1-18. mT (Gulf of Mexico or Atlantic) summer air is heading north on the hot continent. The air moves on a hot land mass. (See Figs 4-1-18.) This is contrary to winter conditions. Along
the coastal region of the southern states, the development of stratoculiulus clouds during the morning is typical. These clouds perish in the middle of the morning and immediately improve the size of the scattered cumulus. The continued development of these clouds leads to scattered showers and thunderstorms during the afternoon. The
roof in the stratocumulus clouds for the operation of the aircraft is generally favorable (700 to 1,500 feet). The ceilings become unlimited with the development of cumulus clouds. Flying con-diations are generally favorable despite the conditions of the shower and thunderstorm, as vascular activity is scattered and can be sidelined. Visibility
is usually good except near sunrise when the air is relatively stable on the ground. When MT wind gradually moves northward on the continent, ground fog often form at night. The development of marine fog whenever this air flows over a relatively cold stream such as a ring from the east coast. Notorious fogs on the grand banks of
Newfoundland are usually formed by this process. In late summer, Bermuda high is sometimes sharp and seems regressive on the west side. This results in a normal flow of mT air over Texas, New Mexico, Arizona, Utah, Colorado, and even Southern California. Mt air reaching these areas is very unstable due to intense sur-facial heating
and orographic lifting that passes after leaving the source area in the Caribbean and the Gulf of Mexico. Shower and thunderstorm conditions, often the intensity of cloudbursts, then prevail over western states. Locally this situation is called Sonora weather. [Back] [Home] [Above] [Next] page 23 [back] [home] [above] [next] summer itself is
found above the United States Click here to order your radar equipment online Continental Tropical (CT) air in the summer. Its source area is a relatively small area in the northern part of Mexico, western Texas, New Mexico and eastern Arizona. High surface temperature and very low humidity are the main air mass characteristics. Large
daily temperature ranges and the absence of pritipita-tishan are additional properties of whistle air. Flight conditions are excellent. However, turbulence during the day sometimes extends from the surface The level of flight. Superior(s) summer superior air air is usually present on western states and is considered the result of strong
subsidy speeds. Most often this air is seen above an inverted layer at a high level; It rarely descends to the surface. Above the inverted layer, this superior air is the warmest air mass observed in the United States at its height; But, due to its heavy default rate, its temperature at a higher level is lower than that of tropical air. Relative
humidity is usually less than 30 per cent. Often they are too little to measure right. Superior air is seen in both summer and winter. The flight position in this air mass is excellent, since no cloud form exists and the resiliences are usually very good due to dryness. This type of air mass is very important because improved air often stops all
vascular activity caused by intrusion into marine tropical air. This usually prevents the formation of rain and thunderstorms until the meter air mass is deep. Note: The idea is another figure to show the properties of the critical North American air masses during the winter and summer seasons from the c flight standpoint of 4-1-19. [Back]
[Home] [Above] [Next] page 24 [back] [home] [above] [next] your radar equipment on Asia online CLICK HERE for AIR Public Orders The air masses commonly observed on Asia (east Asia in particular) are continental polar, marine, tropical and equator. Marine polar and continental tropical air play a modest part in Asia's air mass cycle.
Continental Polar (CP) air Continental polar air, as observed on Asia's in-terrier, is the coldest air on record in the northern hemisphere. This is brought from the fact that the interior of Asia, made up of huge levels and treeless areas, serves as an ideal source area. The Himalayan mountain range, in Southern Asia, aids in the production of
CP air. It tends to maintain polar air on the source area for a long time and block the flow of tropical air from lower latitudes. Weather conditions in East Asia are controlled by this air mass throughout winter. The frequent outbreak of this wind occurs on The Siberia, China and Japanese Islands and establishes winter weather patterns. The
prevailing weather conditions in this air are similar to those found in cp air on the eastern part of North America. The cold air forced south over India and Burma from the Himalayan mountains comes in a highly modified form and is known as the winter monsoon. Weather conditions during the winter monsoon are dominated by dry and
adately warm polar wind-swept equator-ward. It is under the influence of these som-early conditions that the generally pleasant weather prevails in most of the area. Marine Tropical (mT) Air Maritime Air is usually observed along the coast of China and on Japanese islands during the summer. In the structure it is almost iden-tical to mt air
observed off the east coast of North America. The weather conditions found in this air are similar to its North American counterpart. Equatorial (E) air equatorial air is seen in South-East Asia. All of India and Burma during the summer are under the influence of e-air, as monsoon circulation in summer. In winter, when offshore winds prevail,
e-wind land is not found above the public but some distance is found offshore. Equatorial air is an extremely hot and moist air mass. It has great vertical depth, which often extends beyond 20,000 feet in height. This n-tire column is unstable, and any slight lifting or small amount of surface heating tends to release instability and produce
rain and squib. The equator air seen on India and Burma is almost identical in structure, with e-air found with equatorial area at a figure of 4-1-19. Flight (a) important air public properties on North America from the point of view of winter; (b) Summer. The whole earth. The unrevised equator air in India and Burma during the summer
monsoon is served ob-served.  Weather conditions during the summer monsoon will be cloudy with almost constant rain and widespread shower activity. High temperature and high humidity further adds discomfort. [Back] [Home] [Above] [Next] page 25 [back] [home] [above] [next] your radar equipment on Europe online air click here for
public orders, although, generally, the characteristics of the air masses on Europe are very the same as those found on North America, some differences exist. One reason for this is that an open ocean extends between Europe and North America towards the Arctic. It allows the influx of MA air to reach Europe. North America does not
have to face this kind of wind. The location of a broad mountain range in the east-west direction in southern Europe has an additional impact not present on North America, where the prevailing ranges are oriented in the north-south direction.  If the trajectory of the air is carefully observed and the modified effects of the underlying surface
are known, it is easy to understand the weather and flight conditions occurring in the air mass on any continent or ocean. Marine Arctic air in winter marine Arctic air is mainly seen in Western Europe. The strong outbreak of this wind emanating into the Arctic between Greenland and Spitsbergen, usually follows a cyclonic trajectory in
Western Europe. Due to their moisture content and stability, cumulus and cumulonymbus clouds are typical of this air mass, often producing widespread rain and squibish. Visibility is generally good, but For severe icing often affects aircraft operations. With the presence of a secondary cyclonic system over France or Belgium, Ma Air
Okca-Cyoli sweeps southward toward the Mediterranean Sea across France, giving rise to severe mistral winds of the Rhone Valley and the Gulf of Lyons. The situation of heavy showers and thunderstorms is typical in this situation. In summer summer sea Arctic (MA) air, this air is so shallow that mov from its source area - southward,
modify it to modify the point where it can no longer be identified and then mP air as indicated. Winter marine polar air in winter sea polar air observed on Europe usually originates as CP air over North America. It reaches the west coast of Europe by different trajectories and is found at different stages of modification; It produces weather
similar to the mp wind on the west coast of North America. The sea polar (MP) air in the summer marine polar air seen in Europe is similar to the MP air seen on the west coast of North America. The weather conditions associated with this wind are generally good. OC-Caseonly, due to surface heating, a shower or thunderstorm is
observed in the day time on the ground. Continental Arctic (CA) and Continental Polar (CP) air is the source area for CA and CP air in winter over northern Russia, Finland, and Lapland. CA and CP Air is celebrated with an anticyclone centered on northern Russia and Finland in connec-tion across Europe. Sometimes they reach the
British Isles and sometimes move south towards the Mediterranean. Due to the dryness of CA and CP air, clouds usually remain absent on the continent. Fair weather cumulus typical cloud when CA and CP wind are observed on the British Isles. Over the Mediterranean, CA and CP wind soon become unstable and give rise to cumulus
and cumuloim - just clouds - with rain. Sometimes these air masses begin to develop cyclonic systems deep over the central Mediterranean Sea. Visibility is usually good; However, after this type of modified, mist layers are formed and reduce visibility. [Back] [Home] [Above] [Next] page 26 [back] [home] [above] [next summer] Click here
to order your radar equipment online Continental Arctic (CA) and Continental Polar (CP) air is the same as the source area for CA and CP air for its counterpart in winter. It has a predominantly dry air mass and produces general-erally proper weather on the continent and the British Isles. Visibility is usually reduced due to fog and smoke
in surface layers. As the CA and CP air stream on the south side, the lower layers become unstable; And eventually vascular clouds and precipitation develop in the later stages of their life cycle. The sea tropical (MT) air in the winter sea tropical air that comes to Europe usually originates in the southern part of the north Under the
influence of Azores anticyclone. Marine tropical air is marked by lower layers and clear stability in typical hot mass clouds and weather conditions. With relatively high temperature MT air influx, and moisture content is higher than any other air mass seen in the mid-latitudes of Europe. Visibility, as a rule, decreases due to the presence of
fog and drizzle, which is often observed with an influx of metered air. Marine tropical air in winter exists only in Western Europe. By the time it reaches Russia, it is usually found above and very modified. In summer marine tropical (MT) air normally, meters in the air have the same properties as its counterpart in winter with the exception
that it is less stable on land because of surface heating. Additionally, this air mass loses its marine characteristics immediately after the passage inland. Above water, metered air is still a typical hot air mass. Sea fog often occurs in the approach of the English Channel during spring and early summer. VIsibility in MT air is generally better
in summer than in winter, especially on land where convection currents usually develop. Sea tropical air flowing over the Mediterranean in summer usually turns into a cold mass, as mediterranean water temperatures are slightly higher than wind. Weak convection currents prevail, usually sufficiently strong enough to create cumulus
clouds, but rarely sufficiently strong to produce rain. Continental tropical (CT) air in winter the continental tropical wind coming over Europe in winter originates in North Africa. By the time it reaches Central Europe, it's slightly different from mT air. In general, a ct air mass is much more prevalent in southern Europe than in central or
western Europe. Although the ct is lower than the moisture content of the air that mT observed in the air, visibility is not much better, mainly because of the dust that picks up the whistle air while on Africa. This air mass gives rise to the major source of heat for the development of Mediterranean cyclonic storms, which is most common
during the winter and spring months. Continental Tropical (CT) summer wind ct air usually develops over North Africa, Asia Minor, and the Southern Balkans. In its source area, the air is dry and warm as well as unstable. North African air mass is the hottest air mass on record in the world. In its north-ward flow over southern Europe,
whistle air absorbs moisture and increases its vascular instability. The summer rains and thunderstorms seen in southern Europe are often produced by a modified CT air mass. This air mass is much more prevalent in southern Europe than its winter counterpart. [Back] [Home] [Above] [Next]    
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